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Diwali is, without a question, the ideal time to fully immerse yourself in festive fervor. Having said that, it’s

that time of year when our eager mental countdown to the holiday season kicks into top gear.

Are you looking for a way to make this holiday season a little more stunning by wearing the current fashion

trends?

Well, here’s The ultimate festive lookbook on putting together an exquisite wardrobe full of diwali out�t

ideas just in time that’ll get you tonnes of compliments-  Everything you need to know and buy this season,

including current trends, style advice, out�t and jewelry inspiration, and more.
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Kaftans, crop tops, pre-stitched saris, shararas, kurtas, jackets, and dupattas are among the 50 festive

separates included in the capsule. Gota, foil work, and mirrors with neon thread work have been employed

to elevate each silhouette with a more traditional touch, while the palette takes from the rich brilliance of

traditional Indian celebratory colors. A series of face masks with signature designs and decorations is also

included in the collection, which can be worn with the clothes for a complete Payal Singhal for Indya look.

Pinklay offers ethical, handcrafted clothing that shouts elegance this holiday season. This collection is 

mature, elegant, and appealing to minimalist fashionistas! With comfort as their expertise, they provide 

stylish yet dreamlike styles made of 100 percent organic cotton. Their designs are anchored in a 

contemporary, elegant, and true color palette, and they are made to tell stories inspired by natural elements, 

varied crafts, and cultures. Each handcrafted artwork is meant to spark a conversation and create 

memories.


